Virtual screening of specific chemical compounds by exploring E.coli NAD+-dependent DNA ligase as a target for antibacterial drug discovery.
Unique substrate specificity compared with ATP-dependent human DNA ligases recommends E.coli NAD(+)-ligases as potential targets. A plausible strategy is to identify the structural components of bacterial DNA ligase that interact with NAD(+) and then to isolate small molecules that recognize these components and thereby block the binding of NAD(+) to the ligase. This work describes a molecular modeling approach to detect the 3D structure of NAD(+)-dependent DNA ligase in E. coli whose partial structure was determined by wet lab experiments and rest structure was left as such on the road for repairment. We applied protein-drug docking approach to detect the binding affinity of this enzyme with Quinacrine and some of its virtual derivatives. In silico docking results predict that the virtual derivative of Quinacrine (C21H26ClN3O2) has greater binding affinity than Quinacrine. Drug likeness value of 0.833 was observed for this derivative without showing any toxicity risk.